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H. Mimes gave in (Pac@c J. Math. 18 (1957), 1451-1483) a criterion for strict 
convexity of Orlicz spaces with respect to the so called Orlicz norm, in the case of 
nonatomic measure and a usual Young function. Here there are presented necessary 
and sufficient conditions for strict convexity of Orlicz-Musielak spaces (J. 
Musielak and W. Orlicz, Studia Math. 18 (1957), 49-65) with Orlicz norm in the 
case of purely atomic measure. For sequence Orlicz-Musielak spaces with 
Luxemburg norm, such a criterion is given in (A. Kaminska, Bull. Acad. Polon. Sci. 
S&. Sci. Math. Astronom. Phys. 29 (1981), 137-144). 
INTRODUCTION 
First, we introduce the following denotations. Let IF? be a real line, 
IR+ = [0, +a)) and N the set of natural numbers. Let CD = (Qi) be a 
sequence of Young functions; i.e., Gi: R + + [0, +co], Qi(0) = 0, and Qi are 
convex for all n E N. We also assume that Gi is not identically equal zero 
for any i E N. We shall denote the sequence of conjugate functions to Qi by 
Y = (YJ; i.e., 
vl,(u) = sup{uv - @&): U E R + } 
for each i E N, v E R + (the conjugate function to any Young function is 
always convex and left-continuous), Moreover, we define the functions 
rP = (PiI [V= (Vi>] for u E R + [v E IR + ] as follows: al(u) = co if at(u) = co 
[vi(v) = co if y,(o) = co]], pi(u) [wi(v)] is the left derivative of Gi(u) [ !Pi(v)] 
when Qi(u) > 0 [ ul,(v) > 0] and pi(u) = 0 [yli(v) = 0] for Gi(u) = 0 
[ Yi(V) = 01. 
Analogically, @ = (pi) [q = (pi)] is the sequence of functions understood 
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as right Ilerivatives of Qi [Vi] if Q,(U) < co [ ul,(v) < a~ ] and infinity if 
Gi(u) = a) [V,.(v) = co]. Then there holds 
for each t!, u E: R (q,., I,P) can be put in the place of qi, Vi, respectively 1. It is 
not diffklilt to show that 
wi(U) = SUP{24 E R + : pi(U) < U}, 
vi(U) = SUP{ u E IR + : @j(u) < v}, 
for v E R + [2]. Define 
ci = sup{v E IT? + : lJIi(U) = 0) 
=SUp{UE IR+: Yi(U)=O}, 
bj=SUp{vE IR+: wi(V) < 00) 
= sup{v E R + : Yi(U) < co }, 
ai = bi if Yi(bJ < 1 
= Y,:‘(l) if Yi(bJ > 1 
for each i E IN. The Orlicz-Musielak space L, is the set of all sequences 
x= (xi): l\l+ R for which llxll < co, where 
llxll = suP 
I 
igI lxiYil’ f yiu,(lVil) G ’ 1 . 
i=l 
This functional is a norm, which is called the Orlicz norm [2, 51. Let (ei) be 
the seque Ice of unit vectors, i.e., e, = (0 ,..., 1, 0, . ..). Let us denote 
sj(x) = 2 xkek 
k=l 
for a sequence x = (xi). 
An artitrary normed space (X, II 11) is called strictly convex if JIxI( = 11 yI/ = 
11(x + y)/2ll = 1 implies x = y. 
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RESULTS 
1. LEMMA. Let q,(u) < 00 for u E [0, u,]. We have always vi(qi(u)) Q u 
for u E [0, u,]. Moreover, if v/i is continuous On [0, pi] then wi(~i(u)) = u 
for all u E [0, u,]. 
Proof: The first part of this lemma is evident. The function vi is 
continuous on [0, rp,(u,)] then (oi is strictly increasing on [0, u,]. Moreover, 
vi is left-continuous. Hence 
for each a0 E [0, u,]. 
The above lemma is also valid if we put vi in place of cpi and vice versa. 
2. LEMMA. The inequality 
yiui(sl) 2 ul,Cs) + Vi(s)(sl - s, 
is satisfied for arbitrary s, s, E [0, ai] (i E N). 
Proof. If s = si then the desired inequality is evident. Let 0 < s < s, < ai ; 
then 
Y,(s,) = 1” vi(t) dt = JS vi(t) dt + IS’ Vi(t) dt 
0 0 s 
> ul,ts) + Vi(s)(sl - s). 
Now let O<s, <s<a,. Then 
Ytui(s~) = 1’ Vi(t) dt - ,f V’;(t) dt > Yiu,(s) + Vi(s)(s, - >* 
0 Sl 
Notice that if s = ai then the right side of the above inequality may be equal 
to --Co. 
3. LEMMA. Let the following assumptions be satisfied: 
(i) YJa,) + Y&2,) > 1 for all n # m, 
(ii) vi is continuous on the set Ai = {u E R + : u < ai} (i E N), 
(iii) pi(ai) = lim,,,r vi(V) = 00, if Yi(Ui) < l* 
Then for x = Cy=, xiei (n > 2), where xi # 0 for at least two indices, there 
exist a constant C, > 0 and a sequence v = (Vi)~=, such that 
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(1) ]Jx(/ = Cy=i ]xi] vi, where XI=, Yi(ui)= 1: 
(2) lyi(Ui) = c, /Xi1 for all i = I,2 )...) n. 
Proof: First we will find a constant C, > 0, a sequence v = (vi);=, such 
that Crzl Yi(vi) = 1 and ly,(u,) = C, ]xi] for all i= l,..., n. Let us assume 
xi#O for each i= l,..., n. Let N, = {iE (1, 2 ,..., n}: ‘Pi(ai)= 1 and 
vi(ai) < a)). This set may be empty. Let us consider two cases: 
I. Let IJ, # 0. Then there is i, E N, such that 
Denote C, = ~iJuiO)/lxiOl. It is evident that C, > 0. Let 
then 
wi=u. 10 
= ViCcll xil> 
for i = i, 
for if i,, i = l,..., n; 
_1 Yi(Wi) > !qu,,) = 1. 
,T, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
We have ~iO(wiO) = ~~,(a~~) = C, [xi01 by (3.1). If i # i, and i E N, then 
C, /xi1 < bri(ai); if i @ N, then C,, /Xi I < Wi(Ui), since ‘C/i(Ui) = ~0, by 
assumptio 1 (iii). Moreover qi is finite on [0, vi(ui)] when i E N, and it is 
finite on 10, co) when i & N,. Hence the assumptions of Lemma 1 with 
U, = I,u~(u,: are satisfied by continuity of vi on [0, ui] (at the point a, the 
function iji is left-continuous). So wi(wi) = wi(rpi(C, IXi])) = C, IXi 1 for i # i,. 
Then 
ViCwi) =cO lxil (3.3) 
for each i = l,..., n. Since ‘pi,(C, Ixi,]) = cpi,(t,ui,(ui,)) may be less than a,,, by 
(3.2) there: are two possiblecases: - 
9 yi(Vi(cO 
i=l 
or 
n 
C Iyi((DiCcO I( 
i=l 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Let us suppose that condition (3.4) holds. Then for all k E [ 1, co) we 
define 
wki = min[~%o(Co lxi l)7 aiol for i = i, 
= wi=qi(cCl lxil) for i#i,. 
It is evident, by (3.3), that Wi(W,i) = Co lXi[ for if i,. If aio < kPi,,(C, IXi,I) 
then wicl(wkio) = ~iO(aiu) = viO(WiO) = Co [xi01 by (3.3). If koi,(C, IXioI) G ‘io 
then 
by Lemma 1 applied to U, = Wio(Uie) and by (3.3). Therefore 
ViCwki) = cO Ixil (3.6) 
for all i = 1 ,..., n and k E [ 1, co). The function Z(k) = CszI Yi(wki) is 
continuous and nondecreasing with respect o k. We have I( 1) < 1 by (3.4) 
and Z(k,) > FiO(ui,) = 1 for some k, > 1. So there exists k, E 11, co) such 
that Z(k,) = 1. Putting v = (vi);, , = (wkOi)l=, and C, = C, we get 
x1=, Y:(u,) = 1 and wi(vJ = C, lxil by (3.6). 
Now let condition (3.5) be satisfied. Let 
C, = inf C: <7 Yi(cpi(C 1~~1)) > 1 . 
I ,T, t 
By the properties of pi, gi we have lim,,,: pi(C Ixil) = pi(Cr IxJ) for each 
i = l,..., n. Hence, by continuity of Yi we get 
e Yi((pi(C, 1~~1)) = f7 Yi 
i=l ,e, ( 
lim cpi(C(xi() 
c-c: i 
> 1. (3.7) 
Similarly, let 
‘* = sup C: ~ Yi(aTi(C IXil)) ~ 1 . 
I i=l I 
Since lim,,,,cpi(C IXil) = rpi(C* (Xi\), 
(3.8) 
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We have always C, > Cr. Indeed, 
c, = sup 
I 
c: f Y&(C ]Xi])) < 1 
i=l I 
= inf C: i Yi(~i(C IXil)) > 1 
1 i=l I 
= inf C: 5 Yi((p,(C ]xi])) > 1 
1 i=l I 
8 
>inf C: $ Yj((p,(C]Xil))>/ 1 =C,. 
I i=l I 
(3.9) 
However, the continuity of vi on [0, ai] implies the strict increasing of cpi on 
the interv 11 [0, vli(Ui)]. Since C, ]xi] & Wi(Ui) by (3.1), the function J(C) = 
C!= 1 yi:(4’i(c I x1 I)) is strictly increasing for C E [0, C,]. Then C, = C,, by 
equalities (3.9). Define the sequence 
u&i= C1 -k) PiCcl Ixil) + kfli(cl Ixil> 
for k E [(: , 11, i = l,..., n. Then 
Vi(vkJ = cz I xi I (3.10) 
for each k E [0, 1 ] and i = l,..,, n, by Lemma 1 and the definition of vi. 
Defining J(k) = J$;=, yli(Vki) we get J(0) < 1 and J(l)>, 1, by (3.8) and 
(3.9). So there is k, such that J(k,) = 1 by continuity of J(k). Putting 
u = (u&‘= i = (u,J, r, C, = C, we have Cy= r pi = 1 and wi(ui) = C, /xi1 
for each 1 = l,..., n by (3.10). 
II. No-v let N, = 0. It means that yi(ai) = co for each i = l,..., n, by 
assumptica (iii). In this case the functions ‘pi are finite for each arguments 
belonging to R + . So the functional 
gtc) = 5 Iyi(PiJc Ixil)) 
i= 1 
is defined and finite for each C > 0. Moreover lim,,, rp,(C ]xi]) = ai for all 
i= 1 ,-**, n. Therefore, using the assumption (i) and n > 2, one can find 
C, > 0 such that g(C,) > 1. Thus, the inequality 
is obtains d. Next, in the same way as in case (3.5), the desired sequence and 
constant will be found. 
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Let us note that the assumption xi # 0 for each i = l,..., n, established at 
the begining of this proof, can be easily omitted. If xi = 0 for any index i, 
then we put ui = ci in virtue of the assumed fact that x, # 0 for at least two 
indices. 
Let (wJ’=~ be any sequence such that Cy=, Yi(Wi) < 1. Putting s = vi, 
s, = wi in Lemma 2 we get 
ul,Cwi) 2 yi(“i) + Wi(“i)(wi - ui> 
for i = I,..., n, since ui, wi E [0, ai]. Summing the above inequalities we 
obtain 
i y[(wi) > ,f yju,(“i) + i Vc/i(“i)wi - $ WiC”i) ui* 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
But C;=, uli(Ui) = 1 and vi(ui) = C, 1~~1, SO 
i lxil wi< i lxilui- l- i Yi(Wi) C,. 
i=l i=I ( i=l ii 
Hence, by the definition of Orlicz norm, it is evident that jlxll= Cr=, [xi I vi, 
which finishes the proof. 
Remark. Let us notice vi E Ai for each i E N, where u = (vi);=, is the 
sequence from the above lemma. Indeed, since lxil > 0 for at least two 
indices, 0 ( wi(ui) < co for these indices, by (2) from this lemma. Hence 
ui ( a, if yi(ai) ( 1 by the assumption (iii) and also vi < a, if yl,(u,) = 1 by 
the equality Cy= I Yi(ui) = 1. 
4. LEMMA. Let the assumptions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3 be satisfied. Then 
llxll = (2 @iCcx Ixil> + l c.r, 
i=l )/ 
where x and C, are the same us in Lemma 3. 
Proof: The Young inequality uw Q Qi(u) + yi(w) is satisfied for all 
u, w > 0. The equality holds iff w = vi(u) or u = v,(w) (see [2]). Putting 
u = C, /xi1 = wi(ui), where u = (vi):= 1 is taken from Lemma 3, we get 
‘X Ixil ‘i= @tCc.x lxil> + yi(“i) 
for all i = l,..., n. Now, adding other i we obtain the desired result. 
5. LEMMA. Let the assumptions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3 be fulfilled. 
Suppose (di) is an arbitrary sequence of numbers such that di # 0 for all 
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i E N. If x = Cyzl diei, y = CyT: diei (n > 2) then vi > upfor all i = l,..., n, 
where (vi) *=, <uQ)::: are the sequences satisfying (1) and (2) of Lemma 3 
for x and ,v, respectively. 
Proof Suppose, there is an index i,, 1 < i, < n, such that vyO > vi,. 
Hence 17 = Wi,(V~J/ldi,l > ~i,(VJ/ldiol = C,. 
C, = Vi(vi)id,/ for i = l,..., 
Since C, = Vi(uy)/ldil, 
n, VP > vi for i # i, and i = l,..., n. However, 
Yiu(V~~) > !Piyi,(~,,) because UI > ui,. Hence 
1 = t YJV,) < ng; !q(vp) = 1, 
i=l 
by the car dition (1) of Lemma 3. This contradiction finishes the proof. 
6. LEMMA. ifX= Cyc,xiei,y= CyEl yjei, [Xj[ <IyilfOr each i= l,..., n 
and IXioJ < Iyiolforsome i,, then llxll < 11~11. 
Proof. It is evident that the set K = {(v, ,...,v,J: C;=, Yi(vi) < 1) is 
closed ant bounded in IR”. The function f: K -+ R, f(u, ,..., v,) = C;=, ]xi / vi 
is continuous on K, so there is an element (vy,..., v”,) E K such that 
But, we h;tve 
llxll= t lXil up. 
i=l 
llxll= $- lxil uP < ” IYil vP GIIYII 
i=l ,T, 
by the assumptions which end the proof. 
The next two lemmas are rather classical, so the proofs of them are 
omitted. 
7. LEMMA ]2]. Let g: [a, b] -+ IR be an arbifrary concave function, 
g\ [ gY ] I e its right derivative [left derivative]. Then the following assertions 
are satisfied: 
(i) ,for all u E (a, b) there exist g!+(u), [g’(u)] such that 
g:(u) < ,:L(u), rhe function g’+ [g’] is right-continuous [left-continuous] 
and nonit ,creasing; 
(ii) if g\(u) > 0 [g’_(u) > 0] for all u E (u,, u,) c (a, b) then g is 
nondecretrsing on this interval; if g;(u) < 0 [g’_(u) < 0] then g is nonin- 
creasing; 
(iii) if g\ [ gL] h g c an e its sign at some point c E (a, b), i.e., 
e+(u)>‘) Ig’@)>Ol f or uE(a,c) and g;(u)<0 [g’(u)<01 for 
u E (c, b) then g takes its maximum at the point c; 
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(iv) there holds g:(u) = 0 for u E (u, , uz) c (a, b) I@ g’(u) = 0 for 
u E (u, 9 u,>. 
8. LEMMA. (i) Let f, g be real functions defined on some intervals such 
that the superposition h(u) = f (g(u)) exists for all u from some interval 
[a, b]. Let f, g have the right and left derivatives on (a, b). Then 
h:(u) =f:(g(u)) g;(u) 
rf g(u) is increasing on (a, b), and 
h:(u) =f ‘_(g(u)) g;(u) 
I$ g(u) is decreasing. 
(ii) Let f-‘(v): [a, b] + R be the function inverse to f, which is 
increasing and has the right and left derivative on (a, 6). Then 
(f -‘XL(v) = l/!C(f -‘(v)) 
for all v E (a, b). 
This lemma is also valid if we put the left derivative in place of the right 
derivative and inversely. 
The main result of this article is included in the following theorem. 
9. THEOREM. The Orlicz-Musielak space L, is strictly convex with 
respect to the Orlicz norm if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) !PJa,) + !Pm(a,) > 1 for all n # m, 
(2) vi is continuous on the set Ai = {U E R + : u < Ui}, i E N, 
(3) Wi(ai) = lim,,,r vi(v) = 00 if ul,(a,) < 1. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Let x = (xi), y = (yi) E L, and 11~11 = (Jyll = 
II@ + YM = 1. F rom this point it can be assumed that xi + yi # 0 for at 
least two indices. Indeed, the case when xi + yi = 0 for each i E N is evident. 
Then suppose xi, + yiO # 0 for some i, E N and xi + yi = 0 for i # i,. One 
can put max(lxi,I, 1 y,,l) = IxiOI without loss of generality. If 
((Xi0 + Yi,>/2I < [Xi01 then II@ + Y)/~II < (IXi,,eio/I < llxll = 1 by Lemma 6 and 
the definition of Orlicz norm. If [(xi, + y,,)/2 I = /xi01 then xi0 = yi, or 
yio = -3xio. In the second case we have I(xi, + y,J/21 = [xi01 < 3 /xi01 = I yi& 
Hence [1(x + y)/2II ( 11 yi,ei,JI < (I yll = 1 by Lemma 6. In the first case, when 
xi, = yiO we have (x + y)/2 = xiOei,,. Then 11(x + y)/2)I < llxll = 1 if xi # 0 for 
somei#i,and~=yifx~=Oforeachi#i,. 
We now assume that xi + yi # 0 for at least two indices. 
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Then, tly Lemma 3, for sufficiently large j E N there are a sequence 
(~~,~x=i 2nd constant Cj > 0 such that I/s~(x + -~)ll = xi= 1 [Xi + JJil Zi,jv 
where ‘J7j.:i Yi(zi,j) = 1 and wi(zij) = Cj Ixi + yil for all i = l,..., j. We have 
IIS~(X + YN T Ilx + YII = 2 and Ilsj(x + v)ll > l/Cj, by Lemma 4. Hence 
Cj > l/llsj:x + y)II > l/2 for each j E N. Since, by Lemma 5, the sequence 
(z~,~),? i is nonincreasing for all fixed i E N and sufficiently large j E N, the 
sequence I Cj) is nonincreasing, too. Then, there exist limits zi = limj,, zi,j 
and C = limj,, Cj, where C > l/2. So, the equalities 
v/iCzi) = c lxi + Yil (9.1) 
hold for al i E N. Moreover, we have 
11 Sj(X + Y)ll = ,$ Jxi + Yil zi,j G II sj(x)ll + II ‘j(Y)Il* 
But lim,+, lI~,(x)ll = limj+, Ilsj(Y>II = llxll = IIYII and limj+, Ilsj(X + YII = 
llxll + II Yll* so 
lim i Ix,1 z 
( i-+co i=, 
ij + f, I Yil zij) = llxll + II -41’ 
Hence 
/\z t lxil zi,j= IIxII~ 
i-l 
j$ $, I Yil ‘i,j = II Yll. (9.2) 
We wil show that there are constants B,, B, > 0 such that for all i E N 
the equali ties vi(zi) = B, IxiJ and wi(z,) = B, I yiJ hold. We shall prove the 
first of the desired equalities. For a contrary, assume the equality v,(zi) = 
B, Ixi I is not satisfied. In virtue of xi # 0 for at least one index and 
xi + yi f 8) for at least two indices and (9. l), one can choose a constant 
B > 0 ant indices m, n (m # n) such that 
0 G w,W < B Ix, I. 
w,,,~,J>BI~,~~~~ 
Let us noice if ~,(z,,) = 0 then lx, + y,l = 0 by (9.1). In this case we take 
z,,~ = c, f Jr each j E N (see Lemma 3). Hence 
z, = c, if u/,(z,) = 0. (9.3) 
The last .nequality implies the existence of an a > 0 such that w,(z,) > 
B(lx,) + tt). The function w,,, is continuous in some neighborhood of Zm,j, 
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because .z,,,~ E A,,, , by the Remark after Lemma 3. Hence, and by the 
monotonity of vi, there is a t > 0 such that 
Wmtzm,j - t’) > B(Ix,l + a), P-4) 
Wk,,j + t”> < B Ix, I (9.5) 
for all 0 < t’ < t, 0 < t” < t and for sufficiently large j E R\l. 
Now, we will find t I,j, t, such that tlJ, t2 E (0, t] and 
yntzn,j + tl,j) + ym(zm,j - t2) = IYntZn,j) + ymtzm,j)’ P-6) 
for sufficiently large j E N. Indeed, let 
Pj = ym(Zm,j) - YmCzm,j - t*) 
for some t, > 0. Since zmJ 1 z,, 
Pj 1 P = YHI(~~) - YI,(~~ - t*)v 
by convexity of Y,,,. There exists t,,j > 0 such that 
Iyntznj + t*,j) - yntzfl,j) = P/T 
(9.7) 
because p, > 0 for each j E [N. Let Y;’ be the inverse function of Y” ICC,, +co) 
(the cutting of Yn to the segment [c,,, +a~)). Then 
t,,j = Y;‘(p, + Y,Jz,J) - z,,~. Therefore 
tlj+ t, = Y,‘(p + Y”(ZJ) -z,. (9.8) 
Notice in the above considerations p and pj depend on t,. The number p may 
be arbitrary small for sufficiently small t,, by (9.7). Thus, by (9.7) and (9.3), 
one can find t, such that t, E (0, t] and t, E (0, t/2]. Hence t,,j E (0, t] and 
(9.6) holds for sufficiently large j E N. 
Let us introduce the functions 
for w E IR+ and fixed n, j E N. Apply the mean value theorem to the 
function 1,J in the intervals [0, t,,j], [0, t,], respectively. So, there are 19,,~, 
B,, E (0, 1) such that (I(tlJ) - I(O))/t,,j = Z’(B,,jt,,j) and (J(t,) - J(O))/t, = 
.Z’(02,jt2). Hence 
yntzn,j + tl,j) - ynun(zn,j> = tl,jIYn(Zn,j + el,jtl,j)~ 
ymtzm,j) - ymm(zm,j - t*) = t2 WmtZm.j - e2.jt2)- 
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Then 
f,,jV/n(Zn,j + et,jtl,j) = t2 Vm(zm,j - e2,it2) 
hold by (12.6). Let 
Ui,j = Zi,j + t,,j for i=n 
= zi,i - t, for i=m 
= zi,j for other i E N. ’ 
Then, by (9.6), we obtain 
7 Yi(Ui,j) = 2 
i?l 
yY,(zi,j) + yn(Zn,j +t*.j) 
i+n,m 
+ yy,(z,,j - t*> = ” 
(9.9) 
(9.10) 
Moreover, we have 
Vm(Zm,j - 4jl2) > B(lx,l + a>~ 
WnCzn,j + el,jtl,j) < B Ix*L 
by (9.4), (9.5), since B2,jt2r B,,jtl+jE (0, t). Hence and by (9.9) we get 
O = tl.jWff(zn,,j + e,,jtl,j> - t2V/m(Zm,j - e2,jfJ 
<-Bt21X,l-aBt*+BIX”ltl,j. 
Therefore 
-f2 Ix,I + tI,,il-51 > atz- 
Now, for E E (0, at,), we obtain 
(9.11) 
i IXiJ Ui,j= + Ixi( zi,j + tlj Ix,/ - t2 lx,1 
i=l ,r, 
> $ lxil zi,j + &Y 
i=l 
for sufflc ently large j E N, by (9.11). Hence 
llxll > ,iI lxil ui,j > 2 lxil zi,j + ’ 
i=l 
’ We put zi,i = 0 for i > j. 
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is satisfied for suffkiently large j E N, by (9.10). Thus llxll >, llxll + E holds, 
by (9.2). This contradiction shows the existence of B,, B, > 0 such that 
vi(zi) = B, Ixil, wi(zi) = B, 1~~1. However, /lxll = 11 yl[ = 1, so B, = B,. Thus 
lxil = I yil for each i E N. If xi = -yi for some i E N, then Wi(Zi) = Xi = 
yi = 0. So xi = yj for all i E N which proves the strict convexity of L,. 
Necessity. Let L, be strictly convex. First we will show condition (1). 
Suppose there are n, m (n # m) such that Yn(a,) + Y,,,(a,) < 1. Since Cpi is 
not identically equal zero, then a, > 0. Put 
x = (l/a,>e,, Y = W,>e,. 
Then 
llxll = suP{(ll%) IA: m4> < 11 = 1, IIYII = 13 
but 
II@ + YPII = suP{(l/2%) I% + (w4 I%/: 
~A~“l> + ylm(l%nl> G 1 I 
= (1/2a,)a, + (1/2a,)a, = 1, 
by the definition of ai and the assumption YJu,) -I- Y,,,(a,) < 1. This 
contradiction shows the condition (1). 
Suppose the condition (2) is not fulfilled; then there is an i, E N such that 
vi, is not continuous on Aio. For simplicity, we can put i, = 1 without loss of 
generality. Hence w1 is not continuous in some point aI E A,, i.e., 
~,(a,) ( ~,?,(a,). Since the condition (1) is satisfied, one can choose 0~~ E Ai, 
such that 0~~ > Ci and vi are continuous at ai for i = 2,3 and 
y,(a,> + Y;(a2> + y3V,(a3) = 1. 
Consider the linear equations 
wlal + wzaz + wja3 = 1, 
w1 v3(a3) - w3 91@l) = 0, 
w2 w3(a3) - w3 V2(a2> =0 
and 
w,al + w2a2 + w3a3 = 1, 
w, v3(a3) - w3(wI(aI) + yl,(aJ)P = 0, 
w2 v3(a3) - w3 P2(a2> = 0. 
(9.12) 
(9.13) 
580/50/3-3 
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The deterninants W,, W, of these equations are greater than zero, since 
Vitai) > 0 for i = 2,3- Thus xl = ~lbl>~3(a3)lWl~ ~2 = Q2(a2)u/3(a3)/Wl, 
x3 = (w3(a 3W/K is the solution of the first system of equations and y, = 
tw,(a,) + PItal>> v3ta3)/W, .h = v3(a3) V2(a2)lW2y y3 = tv3ta3))2/W2 is 
the solutic n of the second one. Hence xi, yi > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. Let 
x=x]e] +xze2+xjej, Y = heI + y2e2 + y3e3. 
Next w: will show that 
I(rll=x,a, +x2a2+x3a3, IIYII = ylal + y2a2 + y3a3. (9.14) 
Since the proofs of the above equalities are similar, we shall give here only 
that of tht second one. By the definition of Orlicz norm, we have 
IIYII = SUPiY, IUII + Y2 lu2l + Y3 lu3I: Y,(ln,l) 
+ ~‘,(Iu,l)+ ~v,(l~,I)~ 11 
= supiy,u, + Y2U2 + JJ3u3: ~I&,) 
+ Y2(u2) + Y,(u,) = 1 and 
ui E [ci, ai] for i = 1,2, 3) 
= suP{Y,u* + Y2U2 + Y3 K’(l - ~I@,> - mu,>: 
1 - Y3(a3) < Y,(u,) + Y2(u2) < 1 and 
uiE [ci,ai] for i= 1,2). 
Let us de tote 
&I 7 q) = 1 - u’,(u,> - Y&4,), 
“flu,, u,)= YIU, + Y2U2 + Y3 wo,, u2)). 
The above: two functions defined on the set 
K= {(u,,u2): uiE [ci,ai] for i= 1, 2 
and 1 - Y3(a3) < y,(u,> + Iu,(u,) < 11 
are cone tve. If al > c, then (a,, a2) E Int K. Indeed, a, E (c, , a,) because 
al >c, ;nd a2 E (c2, u2) by the definition of a2. Moreover, we have 
YY,(a,) + Y2(a2) < 1 because Y,(a,) > 0 and Yr(a,) + Y2(a2) + Y&z,) > 1, 
since a3 .: u3. 
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Let us take a grade line passing through the point (a,, a*). Its equation 
may be written in the form 
u, = (x1 t yt, 
u2 = a, + 6t 
for y, 6 E R, t E R. The functions 
u(t) = h(a, + yt, a2 + Jt), 
are defined on the set 
g(t) = f(a, + yt, a2 t at> 
A = {t E R: a1 + yt E [c,, a,], a2 t 6t E [cz, a,] and 
1 - Y3(a3> < Yl(a, + yt) + ul,(a, + at) < 1 }. 
When a, > c, then 0 E IntA, because (a,, a*) E Int K. In this case the 
function f(u,, uZ) has its maximum on K at the point (a,, a*) if g: of g (or 
g’ of g) changes its sign at zero for all y, 6 E I?, by Lemma 7(iii). If a, = c, 
then zero is on the edge of the set A. In this case it is also enough to show 
that g reaches its maximum at zero. Let us consider a few cases. 
1. Let y, 6 > 0. First suppose a, > c, . Then the function g is defined in 
some right and left neighborhood of zero. The function u(t) is decreasing, so 
g:w=Y,Y+.h~+Y, -YW,(a, + VI - &%(a2 f W w,(K’(40>) ’ 
by Lemma 8. Thus 
g, (o) = Y(Y, v3(a3) - y3 @da,)> + 0, w3(a3) - y3 W,(4) 
+ w3(a3) 
But y,w3(a3) - ~~4%(a,) = 0 and Y,/Y~ = (vlh) + lii,(ad)/2v3(a3) < 
p,(a,)/w,(a,) by (9.13). Hence g:(O) < 0. The function g:(t) is nonin- 
creasing, by Lemma 7.(i), so g’,(t) < 0 for each Int A 3 t > 0. Now, we have 
;$ g’,(t) = yly + JO t y,(-w,h) - h2W)/v/3(a3)3 
because lim,,,- y,(Y;‘(a(t))) = limu,,; ~~(u) = p,(a,) and 
lim,,,- q,(a, + yt) = lim,,,; v/,(u) = v,(a,) and lim,,,- p,(a, + at) = 
ty*(a,). But vi(ai) = pi(ai) for i = 2,3. Hence and from (9.13) we get 
y2 w3(a3) - Y, v&4 = 0 and Y, v3(a3) - y3 v&4 > yI v3(a3) - v3Mal) + 
W, (a,))/2 = 0. Thus lim 1+0- g\(t) > 0. Then g’,(t) > 0 for all A 3 t < 0. 
If a, = c, then A includes t > 0 only. Then the function g is defined on 
some right-side neighborhood of zero. However, g\(t) < 0 for t > 0, by the 
above considerations, so g takes its maximum on A at zero, by Lemma 7(ii). 
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2. Let y < 0, 6 > 0. First we suppose a, > c,. Denoting 
t, = sup{t E: Int A: al,(t) > 0}, 
we state that a(t) is nondecreasing for t < t, and it is decreasing for t > t,, 
because (r(t) is a concave function. If there is no such a t,, i.e., a\(t) < 0 on 
whole In A, then a(t) is decreasing on A. 
2a. Let us suppose that t, < 0 or t, does not exist. Then 
g:(o=Y,Y+Y*~+Y, -?vl(a, + v) - @*(% +w w,(K’@(0)> 
for t frorl some neighborhood of zero in which u(t) decreases, by Lemma 8. 
Hence g;(t) < g:(O) < 0 for all t > 0 by (9.13). Moreover, we have 
Since y <: 0 and yi (i = 1, 2, 3) satisfy Eqs. (9.13), we have g\(t) > 0 for 
eachAE’t<O. 
2b. Lg:t t, > 0. The function u(t) is constant on the interval [tz, t, 1 for 
some t, ~3 A. We have a’+(t) = 0 for all t E (tz, r,). Then 
g:w = YIY + Y*d for tE [tz, t ) 
= Y,Y + Y*d -I- Y3 
-~,(a, t v) - %(a, + dt) 
Ijj3w; W>)> 
for t < t, 
because z(t) is increasing for t < t,. 
If t, > 0 or t, = t,, then g;(O) < 0 and lim,,,- g;(t) > 0, analogously as 
in 1. 
Now, let OE (tz, t,). Then a;(t) =u?(t)=O for every t E (tz,t,), by 
Lemma “(iv). So, in virtue of the above equality for t = 0 and the following 
U;(t)= - yv,(a, f p>- 6W2(a2 +dt), d(t)= -yPl(a, t yt) - v2(a, t6t), 
we have 
But w~(L!~) = tj7,(a,). Hence vi(a,) = pr(a,), which contradicts the assumed 
inequality v/,(a,) < p,(a,). Thus, zero cannot belong to the interval (t2, t,). 
Let t, = 0. The function g’+(t) is right-continuous and g;(t) = y, y + y28 
for t c: (tz, Cl), so g;(o) = YIY + Y*dr too. Moreover d(t) = 
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- yy,(a, + yt) - @,(a, + dt) = 0 for t E (tz, ti). Hence a:(O) = - JJ~~(cx,) - 
6t,?l(a,) = 0 by the right-continuity of a:(t). But, by (9.13), we get 
Hence g:(O) < 0. It can also be shown that lim,,,- g:(t) > 0. 
2c. Let t, = 0. The function a(t) decreases on (0, co), so g!+(f) can be 
calculated as in 2a, for t > 0. Hence, by the right-continuity of g;(t), we 
obtain g\(O) < 0. 
If a(t) is increasing for t < 0, then lim,,,- g:(t) > 0, where 
&(G=Y,Y+Y*J+Y3 
-wl(a, + rt) - %(a2 + st) 
P307 ‘MQ)> * 
If a(t) is constant on the interval (tz, 0), then g;(t) = y, y + y26 and 
al_(t) = - yijF,(a, + yt) - 6ty2(a2 + &) = 0 for all t E (tz, 0). Hence, by the 
left-continuity of a,(t) we get -#,(a,) - 6Wz(a,) = 0. On the other hand we 
have Y, &(a,) - Y2(vl(a,) + l,(a,))P = 0 by (9.13), so Y,Y + YZ~ > 0. 
Thus g:(t) > 0 for each A 3 t < 0. 
If al = c, then the domain A of g is identical with some interval (f3, 01, 
where t, < 0. So we are interested only in g\(t) for t < 0. Analyzing the 
previous investigations carefully, it is seen that g\(t) > 0 for all t E [t, , 0) in 
all considered cases and for arbitrary y < 0, 6 > 0. Thus the function g takes 
its maximum at zero, because g is nondecreasing on [f3, 0), by Lemma 7(ii). 
3. Let y = 0 or S = 0. Suppose for instance y = 0 and 6 > 0. Then the 
function a(t) = 1 - YY,(a,) - !PZ(a, + &) is decreasing. Therefore 
g:(t)=Y,J+Y, 
-+,(a, + ~2) 
v3(C ‘(4))) 
for all t E Int A. Thus 
g:(O) = 0, w3(a3) - y3 W4Yv3(a3) = 0, 
by (9.13). Hence g\(t) < 0 for t > 0 and g’,(t) > 0 for f < 0, where 
t E Int A. In the other case, where y > 0 and 6 = 0, the proof is similar. 
It has been shown that the function g(t) takes its maximum at t = 0 in all 
cases of y and 6. Then equalities (9.14) are fulfilled. We have 
]](x + y)/2]] < 1, because 11x11 = ]] y]] = 1. We have also 
II+ + WII > W, + -W% + ((h + h)Ph 
+ ((x3 + y3)12b3 = 1, 
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in virtue of (9.14) and Y,(o,) + y/,(a,) + Y3(a3) = 1. Therefore 
/1(x + y)/?ll = 1, which proves the condition (2). 
In ord,:r to show (3), suppose Yi(ai) < 1 and vi(ai) < 00 for some i E N. 
On can assume i = 1. Since YJa,) + Ym(a,) > 1, so !?,(a,) > 0, i.e., a, > c, 
and there exists pz E (cl, a,) such that 
Yu,(d + ul,to,> = 1. (9.15) 
We hav: 0 < ~/,(a,) < co, 0 < w&?J < co. Consider two systems of 
equatiom 
w,a, + &P* = 1, 
WI w,co*> - W*W,(a,) = 0, 
w,a, + w*p* = 1, 
WI w*Go*) - %(Vl@l) + 4 = 0, 
(9.16) 
(9.17) 
where d ,s a fixed, arbitrary positive number. Denoting the solutions of these 
equatiom by (x, , xJ, (y, , yz), respectively, we have xi, yi > 0 for i = 1, 2. 
Let 
x=x,e, +x,e,, Y= y,e, + y2e2. 
We will ;how that 
IIXII =x,a1 +x*P2, llvll= YIUI + Y2Pz. (9.18) 
We have 
llxll = sup{x, U, + X2U2 : Y,(u,) + Y/,(24,) = 1 and 
ui E [ci, ai] for i = 1, 2) 
= sup(x,u, + x,Y;,(l - Y,(u,)): U, > c, and 
1 - Y2@2) < Y,(u,) < Y,(a,)b 
The interval A = {u, >c,: 1 - YY,(u,)& Y,(u,),< Y,(u,)} is nonempty, by 
the prove :d condition (1). Let 
J-h,) =x, u, + x* KY1 - Y,(u,))* 
The function defined on A is concave. The function 1 - Y,(u,) is decreasing, 
so by Lemma 8 we have 
.c@,)=x, +x2 
--w,(u,) 
c1/2W(l - Y,W)> 
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for each ui E Int A. The number a, is the right endpoint of A, so 
for U, E Int A. Hence 
for each U, E Int A, since (xi, x2) is the solution of (9.16). Then f; (u,) 2 0 
for each U, E Int A. It implies that f is nondecreasing on A (Lemma 7(ii)). 
Therefore f takes its maximum at the point U, = a,. Thus the first equality of 
(9.18) has been proved. The proof of the second one is similar. Since 
by (9.15)-(9.18), the equality ]](x t y)/2]] = 1 holds, which finishes the proof 
of this theorem. 
Remark. The condition (2) in the above theorem means that Qi is 
strictly convex on some set Bi c IR ‘, i.e., 
@i(AU, t (1 -A)U*) < A@i(U,) t (l -n) @i(“*) 
for each 1 E (0, I), u,, u2 E Bi. If Yi(ai) < 1 then B, = IR’, since vi(ai) = co 
by (3) of this theorem. 
Now, let (Qi) be a constant sequence of Young functions; i.e., there exists 
@,, such that Q,, = @,, for all n E N. Then L, = La0 becomes a usual 
sequence Orlicz space [3,4]. Denote Y0 = Y,,, w,, = w,, A, = A,, a, = a,. 
Thus the next theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 9. 
10. THEOREM. The Orlicz space La0 is strictly convex with respect o the 
Orlicz norm if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) %tad > 1/L 
(2) w0 is continuous on the set A, = (u E IR + : u < a,}: 
(3) ly&,) = lb+,, WJV) = co if Y&2,) < 1. 
EXAMPLES. In the following examples it will be shown that criteria for 
strict convexity of the spaces (Lo, I] I]), (L,, I] ]I,), where I( 11, denotes 
Luxemburg norm, are essentially different. The criterion for strict convexity 
of @-‘4- II II,) . g IS iven in [ I]* In the simplest case, when L, E L,@ is a usual 
Orlicz space, this criterion is as follows (Remark 2) in [I]): 
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The w=e L7 II II,) is strictly convex iff the following conditions are 
fulfilled: (1) there is a u E F?’ such that Q,,(u) = 1; (2) the function Q0 
satisfies tile condition 6, [3,4]; (3) @,, is strictly convex on the set 
{u E I?+: @,(u),( l/2}. 
The nec:ssary and sufficient condition for Cp, to satisfy the condition 6, is 
lim SU~~+~+ @,(~u)/@,(u) < 00. 
1. Let 
Q. 124) =e” - 1, 24 E 10, W/2)], 
= (3/2)u + (l/2) - (3/2) ln(3/2), u E (ln(3/2), 00). 
Calculatin; cpO(u), vO(u) we get easily 
ul,(u) = 0, u E [O, 11, 
=ulnu+ l-u, u E (1,3/2], 
= co, u E (3/2, 00). 
The functi In @,, satisfies the condition 6,, because lim,,,, @0(2~)/@,(~) = 
2 < co. Mclreover, Q0 is finite on R + and it is strictly convex on the interval 
{U E R ’ : I! < ln(3/2)} = (U E R + : (Do(u) Q l/2}. Then (LoO, 11 1,) is strictly 
convex. Considering the function ‘u, we have a, = 3/2 and !PO(a,) = 
(3/2) ln(3/2) - (l/2) < l/2. Then, according to Theorem 10, the space 
(Lo,, II 11) is not strictly convex. 
2. Let 
@o(u) = 0, 
= l/e’lU, 
= (4/e2)u2, 
u=o 
u E (0, l/2], 
24 E (l/2, m). 
Then 
PO(U) = 02 u = 0, 
= (l/u’) e-‘/U, u ‘2 (0, l/21, 
= (8/e2)u, u E (l/2, 00). 
Hence w0 is continuous and finite on whole IR +. So there exists a, such that 
YO(a,) = 1 and the conditions of Theorem 10 are fulfilled. Therefore 
(Lo,,, 1) 11) is strictly convex. However, lim, +,,+ @,(~u)/@,,(u) = 
lim u-to+ eI”* = co, so Q. fails to satisfy the condition 6,. Then (LcpO, II III) is 
not strict111 convex. 
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